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RESEARCH NOTES

NOTE ON MODULATIONAL INSTABILITY OF BOUSSlNESQ WAVETRAINS
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ABSTRACT. It is demonstrated that modulational instability may occur in Boussinesq wavetrains for

wavenumbersk > 1, in contrast to the result found by Shivamoggi and Debnath. Both Whitham’s averaged

Lagrangian formulation and the technique of Benjamin and Feir are used.
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1. INTRODUCTION. The weakly nonlinear stability analysis of periodic wavetrains in fluids and

plasmas has been considered by several authors [1]. Shivamoggi and Debnath [2] considered the modu-

lational instability of both the Korteweg-De Vries (KdV) and Boussinesq wavetrains using the variational

formulation of Whitham. In this note, we demonstrate that modulational instability may indeed exist for

Boussinesq wavetrains, in contrast to the result stated in Ref. [2].

2. MAIN RFULTS. Following the notation of [2], we obtain the averaged Lagrangian (Ref 2, Eq.
(4.14)) for the Boussinesq wavetrains:

L k (to -k2)+ -+ 1-(to--k2)+--- a. (2.1)

Here, m and k arc the angular frequency and wavcnumber, respectively. From the Whitham theory of

averaged Lagrangians, the wavctrain is modulationally unstable if < 0 for a dispersion relation (for
nonlinear dispersive wavetrains) of the form

to to0(k) + m2(k. (2.2)

From (2.1), the dispersion relation OL/0al 0 is:

o02 2k’(a2-9)
k.+ (2.3)

a2+ 18

Notice that Eq. (3) differs from the corresponding equation (4.15) of [2]. Treating the amplitude al as small

in the weakly nonlinear theory yields:

to (k2- k’)x2 + k2a
12(1 -k2)" (2.4)
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Hence, from (2) and (4)
k

h 12(1 k=)" (2.5)

Thus, o>z < 0 and modulational instability exists in the Boussinesq equation for the range of wavenumbers

k > 1, unlike the absolute modulational stability found in Ref. 2.

Note that the existence of modulational instability for the Boussinesq equation

,-=-#== (=)= 0, (2.6)

may also be seen by carrying out an analysis similar to Benjamin and Feir [3]. Substituting the modulated

solution

x,t) boil + e(x, t)] (2.7)

around the spatially independent Stokes solution b0 of Eq. (6), and writing

(x,t) .(O)e/o.
+ (O)e,. /o., (2.8)

We obtain from (6):

<-o +.- ,’ + 0,.)_.o)- 0

Clearly, for o o, + ico and , O, the growth rate is given by:

o,-,’- < +o)..
Hence, co > 0 and modulational instability may occur for k > (1 + 2bo).
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